Is It Raining Harder?  Here's What These LSU Researchers Found.
by David J. Mitchell
Aug. 2, 2021 – In May, a storm dumped 13 inches of rain - in 6 to 8 hours - on parts of East Baton Rouge, Ascension and Iberville Parishes.  It overwhelmed drainage systems and flooded neighborhoods — some of which had avoided inundation in the historic 2016 storm.
2 years ago, 5 inches of rain fell in 7 hours in New Orleans, outpacing pumps, swamping streets, stranding cars, and flooding some homes.
These storms struck with little warning and gave residents no time to prepare.  They weren't named hurricanes or tropical storms, just random thunderstorms that dropped a huge amount of water over a short time.
New research suggests that kind of weather is becoming more common.  2 LSU researchers, and a 3rd from Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, have combed through rainfall data from across the Southeast United States, including Louisiana.  They found that storms, on average, became shorter but more intense between 1960 and 2017.
In most places the researchers studied, the number of extreme rain events didn't increase — but it did across much of Louisiana.  And those most extreme storms also dropped more rain than in the past. 
However, the overall amount of rain that fell each year didn't significantly increase.  What changed is how fast it fell, which means individual locations got more water, more quickly.
Louisiana State Climatologist Barry Keim, one of the authors, said the research presents "huge" implications for local cities and towns.  Keim noted that urban drainage systems, like New Orleans' pump stations, are often built around a 24-hour estimate of rainfall.  In the Baton Rouge region, ditches, culverts, detention ponds and pumps have been built to standards tied to certain daily rainfall assumptions.
"So, while the rain (total) is not changing, the characteristics of the rain is changing, such that it's making it more difficult to pump the water out of these places, because it's coming in shorter bursts," he said.
In New Orleans, storms like those have prompted questions about the adequacy of the Crescent City's century-old pumps.  They have also suffered major breakdowns in some rain events, though not the May 2019 storm.
In the Baton Rouge area, these storms have spurred residents to urge elected officials to limit, or even halt, new development.  Some parishes have put building moratoriums in place while they tighten their rules on new construction.  Some local governments are also planning to buy land to create drainage and retention areas, in hopes of limiting flash flooding.
Keim, fellow LSU researcher Vincent "Vinny" Brown and others recently received a National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration grant to help the New Orleans Sewerage and Water Board better understand how changing rainfall patterns are affecting that city's drainage system and vulnerable populations.
For a local sense of changing rainfall intensity, Brown crunched some additional numbers.  He found that the Baton Rouge Metropolitan Airport has seen average hourly rainfall intensity increase by 11.4% between the years 1960 and 2020.
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